
Questions from
5th graders

5th Graders from our region 
were are asked to

anonymously write down
any question they have
about drugs or alcohol.



Questions from 5th Grade Students 
About Alcohol and Other Drugs 

 

How does cocaine affect your head if you sniff it into your nose? 

What are the main reasons people do alcohol or drugs? 

If in a situation you forget where your medicine is and you mistake a bottle of drugs for the medicine, what do 
you do? 

Why do people want to try cigars or drugs even though they know it is not good for them? 

Do people think they are cool if they do drugs or alcohol? 

Why does medicine have so many side effects? 

What do you do when a family member smokes but you don't want to be exposed to second hand smoke, but you 
want to spend time with them? 

What are the bad chemicals drug dealer put in marijuana? 

If you know cigarettes are bad, why do we still have them and sell them? 

What if you’re scared to say no? 

Do drugs harm any part of the body permanently? 

Is there any way that tobacco can help the environment? 

Why is smoking not illegal?? 

Why do people act different when they use drugs? 

How come some drugs relief stress? 

Why does my mom drink so much (everyday)? 

Why are some drugs bad and some good? 

Are medicines that doctors give considered drugs? If so can you get addicted to doctors medicine? 

Why do you have to be at least 21 to drink alcohol? 

Is there a cure for alcohol? I have a family member who drinks alcohol but cannot stop. 

Why do they do it and why am I having to pay? My dad is stressed, I just want it to stop. 

Once you start drugs is it hard to stop? 

Is some smoking good for you? 

Why do people get arrested for drugs? 

Can un-prescribed drugs kill you? 

If people know the bad effects of drugs or smoking, why do they still do it? 

If a person who is 20 years old drinks a minute before midnight turning 21, would they be in trouble? 

How can you help people who do drugs? 

Is the legal drinking age different over the world? 

Why do people drink and drive even though it is against the law? 

Why are some drugs illegal but they are used as medicine? 

What if it’s hard to say no? 

What happens if you smoke weed as a kid ages 9-12? 

What does weed smell like? 

Is there only one way to take heroin? 



Is marijuana a hallucinogen? 

Is a little amount of alcohol good? 

If people have family who they love and they know that they want them to stop, why do they still use drugs? 

How do you know if people that are drunk are lying? 

In order to be sober do you have to drink alcohol first? 

What if you see a kid with beer in their cup and they say if you tell on them, they will hurt you? 

Can people get drunk or sick when they take drugs that doctors give? 

How do people get the drugs if you have to get a prescription for them? 

Is vaping better than smoking? 

My grandma smokes a lot. You can tell cause of the smell. Also how can this affect her? 

What is the worst kind of drugs? (Just to know.) 

Why do people do drugs? My uncle does alcohol and he can be rude. Why is this? 

Do people drink because they like the taste of beer and other stuff, or do they drink because they like getting drunk? 

Is alcohol sour or spicy when you first taste it? What does it have in it that is bad for kids? 

Why does alcohol come in a big bottle that is easily noticed by kids? 

How do I tell my friends that I don't want to do alcohol? How do I get my friends to stop doing alcohol? How do you 
avoid alcohol? 

What is the difference between good drugs and bad drugs? What are good drugs? 

Why do people take drugs or drink alcohol? What do you feel when you take drugs or alcohol? 

Are medicines that doctors give considered drugs? If so can you get addicted to doctors medicine? 

Why do people drink alcohol if its bad for you and if you have too much it can make you drunk and you 
would not act like yourself? 

My friend says she wants to do drugs when she is old enough to. How do I tell her this is bad? 

My poppop was smoking and he got surgery but he still smokes. I’m afraid that he’s going to die.  

How can I help my family get away from drugs? 

If a friend is addicted to drugs, do you help them to stop or stay away so that you don’t get addicted? 

If my father is an alcoholic will I be one?  

Why do bands and musicians always do drugs?  

If drugs and alcohol are so bad, why can’t we ban them from the USA or at least in King of Prussia?  

Is medical marijuana different from regular marijuana?  

How do I say no if my friends want me to smoke weed with them?  

My mother is pregnant and she smokes cigarettes. Isn’t that bad for the baby?  

If I use a hookah, is smoking bad for me?  

My friends use drugs and they always tell me to try with them. I am afraid but want them to be my friends.  

My mom takes lots of Aleve for her back, like 5 or 6 pills at a time. Will that kill her?  

Is it dangerous to put a little whiskey in the baby’s bottle so she sleeps better at night?  

What’s the best way to quit drugs?  

Are edibles bad for you?   

Is vodka worse than beer?   

Some kids drink cough medicine to get high. Is that bad?  


